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Abstract 

We reinterpret the causative structure of the 1989 Mw 6.9 Loma Prieta earth-
quake, in central California, using reflection, earthquake, and potential-field data, 
prompted by recent interpretations of a two-part dip of the San Andreas fault 
(SAF) accompanied by a flower structure in Coachella Valley, in southern Califor-
nia.  Initially, the prevailing interpretation of fault structure at Loma Prieta was that 
the mainshock did not rupture the SAF, but rather a secondary fault, because net-
work locations of seismicity did not define a vertical plane nor a fault plane that 
projected to the surface trace of the SAF.  Subsequent double-difference (DD) 
relocations of Loma Prieta seismicity clarified the structure at Loma Prieta, sup-
porting a flower structure and possible connection of steep faults in the upper 
crust to the more moderately southwest-dipping mainshock rupture in the middle 
crust.  Examination of steep-reflection data, extracted from a 1991 seismic-refrac-
tion profile through the Loma Prieta area, indicates only 3 robust fault-like fea-
tures, but these agree approximately in shape and location with upper-crustal 
DD-aftershock clusters.  Subsurface shape of the San Andreas, Sargent, and Ber-
rocal faults are interpretable from these reflections and aftershock clusters, and 
the San Andreas and Sargent faults appear to dip initially northeastward in the 
uppermost crust. Prior modeling of potential-field data on nearby profiles confirms 
a steep SAF with an initial northeastward dip in the uppermost crust, and also 
suggests strongly that a steep SAF in the upper crust is continuous with the more 
moderately dipping mainshock rupture in the middle crust, just as interpreted for 
the southern SAF in Coachella Valley.
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Figure 1. Location map for Loma Prieta profile of Catchings et al. (2004) and potential-field modeling
profiles E-E’ and S-S’.

Figure 2. Velocity model of the Loma Prieta profile from Catchings et al. (2004). Model derived using the
inversion method of Hole (1992). 

Figure 3. (a) All earthquakes within 3 km of Loma Prieta profile (DD relocated earthquakes 
from Waldhauser and Schaff, 2007; Waldhauser, 2009), plotted on the velocity model of 
Figure 2 that has been extended to depth using Figure 2 from Catchings et al. (2004) (b) 
Same as (a) with interpreted faults. The curved part of the SAF in the upper 2 km comes 
from (1) the sharp lateral gradient in the velocity model and (2) analogy with the uppermost 
interpreted SAF in the model of potential-field data along a subparallel profile 10 km SE of 
the Loma Prieta profile (Jachens and Griscom, 2004, profile E-E’).

a)

b)

Figure 4. a) Preprocessed data from shotpoint 2 that includes:
  1) Eliminating dead and noisy traces
  2) Top muting--eliminating the first 3-4 peaks following first arrivals (severe top 
mute) OR eliminating the first 2 peaks (less severe top mute)
  3) Band-pass filtering (5-10-20-30 Hz)
  4) Time-variant spectral whitening
  5) Applying AGC (500ms)

 b) Line vectors (reflectors--red) found with semblance and slowness analysis from Step 
1 of the method of Bauer et al. (2013).  These are plotted on preprocessed data from shotpoint 2 
(see a) .  Step 1 involves:
  1) Automatically selecting phases with higher semblance (amplitude >0.02 out 
of 1.0 ; threshold >0.6 out of 1.0)
  2) Automatically selecting phases with negative slowness (reverse moveout) 
(maximum, -0.35 s/km). Note that reverse-moveout reflections are not always easily evident to 
the eye as they cross stronger direct and forward-scattered energy and must be detected (auto-
matically) using the semblance and slowness criteria.  A migration criterion also must be met 
(see below)—i.e., these must migrate to have dips within a certain range and fall within the 
depth section selected. Other reverse-movement phases are apparent in Figure 4, but these do 
not meet the criteria outlined here..

Analysis of steep reflections
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Figure 5. a) Synthetic data illustrating the pre-stack line-migration method of Bauer et al. 
(2013). R, receiver; S, shotpoint.  Black rectangle is moving window in which maximum sem-
blance is calculated. b) Enlargement of moving window of (a) in which semblance analysis is 
carried out.  Small circle is the point of calculation centered at offset xi and time ti for receiver 
R. The line segment (bold black line) corresponds to the slowness pi with the maximum sem-
blance (coherency) for this window. c) Pre-stack migration to map the line segment from time to 
depth domain. Ray tracing starts at the receiver R. The initial ray direction phi is a function of  
local slowness pi derived by the semblance analysis. The migration point is determined where 
the ray crosses the isochrone for reflection time ti. Note that the white line tangent to isochrone ti 
is the low-velocity fault zone causing the reflection.

Figure 6. Final output of migrated reverse-moveout reflections.  Plotted lines represent reflectors for two top 
mutes, severe and less severe.  An estimated threshold for depth of interpretable reflections is shown as a 
white dashed line. The 3 most robust (or interpretable) reflection packages are indicated by white arrows.The 
most interpretable results were judged to be those that had overall reflector shapes that were similar to 
results from DD earthquake relocation (Figs. 3a, 3b), potential-field modeling (see below), and geologic 
mapping of surface fault traces (e.g., McLaughlin and Clark, 2004).

Figure 7. Fig. 11 of Jachens and Griscom (2004), Loma Prieta region, Calif., showing distribution of 
aftershocks (pulses), locations of major faults, and profiles. Models shown below are for profiles E-E’ 
and S-S’ (red).

Prior modeling of potential field data

Fig. 8. Figure 13 of Jachens and Griscom (2004) showing magnetic modeling along profile 
E-E’ (Fig. 7).  Note the NE bulge in the upper 2 km of the SAF (leftmost arrow).  Rightmost 
arrow indicates the Berrocal fault.  These two arrows correspond to the left- and rightmost 
arrows in Figure 6.

Fig. 9.  Figure 15 of Jachens and Griscom (2004) showing magnetic modeling along pro-
file S-S’.  Note that the subsurface shape of the SAF is well controlled by both magnetic 
and aftershock data to more than 10-km depth.  The SAF is continuous and planar from its 
surface trace downward and dips steeply SW.

These two potential-field profiles influence our interpretation that (1) 

the Loma Prieta mainshock rupture, which dips moderately to steep-

ly SW, is the SAF, like the geometry seen on profile S-S’, and (2) the 

northeastward curvature or bulge seen in the upper few km of the 

SAF in our new reflection study (Fig. 6) is real and similar to the 

shape seen on profile E-E’.  This unexpected shape is part of an 

overall steep dip of the SAF in the upper 5 km.  In this sense, the 

subsurface shape of the SAF resembles the shape of the SAF in the 

Coachella Valley (Fuis et al., 2017; see below).

Fault interpretation based on steep reflections, potential field, and 

double-difference relocated earthquakes 

Figure 10.  Fault interpretation of reflection data and deep DD earthquake data, assuming a maxi-
mum depth for reflection robustness (white dashed line). This interpretation is influenced by the 
prior potential-field modeling (see Fig. 8, black arrows). White arrows point to similar features here 
and in Figure 11. 

Figure 11.  Figure 3b repeated for better comparison with Figures 10.

Fig. 12.  Reproduced from Fuis et al. (2017, their Fig. 6c,d). a) Velocity model for Line 4, a profile 
perpendicular to the SAF, just north of the Salton Sea. Reflection-line-density features are shown as 
small lenticular red and yellow features, and interpreted faults as heavy gray lines. [Reflection line 
density is the number of migrated reflection line segments in 100-m x 100-m grid cells weighted by their 
underlying waveform coherencies—see Fuis et al., 2017].  White stars, shotpoints. M, magnitude. 
Far-hemisphere focal mechanisms (fm) from Yang et al. (2012) using hypocenters of Hauksson et al. 
(2012):  black, fm within 2 km of Line 4; dim gray and blue, fm from 2-10 km NW of Line 4; dim orange 
and red, fm from 2-10 km SE of Line 4. Focal mechanisms are from the period 1981 to 2011. The focal 
mechanism solutions displayed are from the 3 highest-quality categories (A, B, C) of Yang et al. (2012).  
CWF, Clemens Well fault (buried), PCF, Painted Canyon fault; PF, Platform fault; SAF, San Andreas 
fault; and SCF, Skeleton Canyon fault.  b) Joint model of gravity and magnetic data along Line 4. Inter-
preted faults (gray), and fm are repeated from (a). Density (kg/m3; top numbers); magnetic susceptibili-
ty (10-3 SI; bottom numbers). QTs, Quaternary-Tertiary sediments; CMF?, Chocolate Mountains fault? 
(buried, overturned?); ETR, Eastern Transverse Ranges rocks; and SGM, San Gabriel Mountains rocks 
(see Powell, 1993).  For data fits see Fuis et al. (2017). Figures 12a and 12b show that the deep part of 
the SAF dips moderately NE, with a flower-like structure, consisting of steeply dipping faults, devel-
oped above this zone (including the upper part of the SAF itself), the Painted Canyon and Platform 
faults, and possibly a buried fault at 18.5-km range.  The upper, steeply dipping part of the SAF (above 
~ 6-km depth) is neither imaged by reflections or earthquakes.  Its connection to the deeper, moderately 
dipping fault is inferred from the reflection pattern and from potential-field modeling.

a)

Comparison with SAF structure in Coachella Valley 

b)

Fig. 13. Comparison of Loma Prieta fault structure interpreted from reflections with fault structure inferred from Coachella Valley 
(SSIP Line 4).  SSIP fault dips are reversed.


